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Abstract: The radiance from the sun and the sky is varying with solar altitude angle, and the solar altitude angle is varying with time. That is to say the radiance is varying with time. The LAI鄄2000 measures the canopy light interception at five view angles using a " fisheye冶 optical sensor. From all the above, it can be inferred that the LAI is related to the radiance. And then, a fixed plot observation experiment of winter wheat was conducted from 12:15 to 17:40 on sunny with LAI鄄2000 plant canopy analyzer and ASD spectrometer to explain that inference. In this experiment, the wheat LAI and the radiance were measured continuously at 24 different moments which were corresponding to 24 different solar altitude angles. And then the wheat LAI measured at different moments was computed with FV鄄2200. The total radiance and sky radiance was got by ASD spectrometer. After that, the direct solar radiance was got by the total radiance subtracting the sky radiance. Next, the radiance in 380-430 nm spectrum region, 430-470 nm spectrum region, 470-490 nm spectrum region, 500-560 nm spectrum region, 620-760 nm spectrum region and 760-1000 nm spectrum region were extracted. At last, the correlation between wheat LAI and the sky radiance, the total radiance and the direct solar radiance was separately analyzed at different spectrum regions. The results of the study showed that either in spectrum regions below 490 nm or above 490 nm, the R 2 between LAI and the sky radiance, the total radiance and the direct solar radiance were all high which were up to 0.8. In addition, the R 2 between LAI and the sky radiance was highest among each spectrum regions, while the R 2 between LAI and the direct solar was lowest. Moreover, the R 2 between LAI and the sky radiance decreased with the increasing of wavelength, while the R 2 between LAI and the total radiance and the direct solar radiance increased with the increasing of wavelength. And the results of the study also showed that LAI鄄 2000 would be affected greatly by the direct sunlight and caused large error on sunny condition. Therefore, it is necessary that the LAI measured on sunny condition should be corrected. This research provided a thought and a technological approach for the normalization and correction of the LAI measured with LAI鄄 2000 on sunny condition. And then the influence of the direct sunlight could be eliminated, which was benefit of getting over the limits of weather condition for LAI鄄2000忆s use, and the suitability of using LAI鄄2000 under sunny condition could also be expanded. 
